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Dear Members,
Looks like we are going
to be lucky again this
year and be able to drive
our "summer" cars to
our November meeting
(fingers crossed as I
write this on October
31st). Last year a friend
had his dedicated
summer sports car still
on the road on December 1st! We can only
hope we get another mild fall-winter!
By the time of this newsletter our 2012
elections will have taken place. Thank you
to Anna Fuller and James Pringle who
served on the Nominations Committee.
Huge thanks to Yvonne Friesen and Brian
Hanson who served on the Board in 2011.
You will be missed. At the time I write this I
am unaware of who will be joining us on the
Board but am excited that we may have
some members who will be serving on the
Board for the first time. The RRR PCA is a
volunteer driven club and it could not
possibly run without those who donate
some time each month to keep things
running smoothly. Hats off to all of you!
Being on the Board for the last 3 years has
been a great experience for me. It has
given me the opportunity to get to know
many of you better and it has also given me
a chance to try some new events for our
Region.
The Region is also currently planning our
Holiday Banquet! Although no location has
been confirmed, we are working to secure a
new venue for this year. We also plan to
have our usual amazing door prize draws so
if you have an item you would like to
donate please let me know
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com. It's a great
way to "advertise" your business by
making a small donation to our club. All
donations are appreciated.
Look for your invitation to the Holiday
Banquet in your e-mail inbox soon. I hope
to see you all there!
Regards
Briget Sawatsky

Cover photo: RRR member Kevin Dill
attempted to take a photo of a RUF emblem,
but instead of focusing on the emblem, the
cameras auto focus feature focused on the
reflection of the trees reflecting in the chrome
finish of the emblem. An unexpected, but
interesting effect.

The 2011 Porsche Panamera is the top “Head Turner” in the premium vehicle
category, according to the sixth annual Motorist Choice Awards.
The Motorist Choice Awards, which combine analysis from both AutoPacific and
IntelliChoice, are designed to recognize vehicles that deliver a combination of
high consumer satisfaction and low ownership costs over time. This year,
AutoPacific and IntelliChoice grouped the winners into a collection of 15 popular
lifestyle segments shoppers could easily identify with, including categories such
as “Head Turner” and “People Mover.”
AutoPacific, an automotive marketing and production-consulting firm, performs
an annual vehicle owner satisfaction survey in the U.S., with a record of more
than 72,000 responses in 2011. This study solicits customer feedback on a
recently purchased 2011 vehicle using 48 key attributes to cover the entire
ownership experience, which is used to determine winners of the annual Vehicle
Satisfaction Awards (VSAs).
Meanwhile, IntelliChoice monitors and adjusts costs of ownership for more than
1,800 vehicle models as the foundation of its Best Overall Value of the Year
(BOVY) awards. The Motorist Choice Awards combine data analysis from both
firms into one set of accolades, to showcase vehicles that earn high marks on
both sets of criteria.
The awards were broken down into 15 unique categories defined by the needs
and usage sought by new vehicle buyers, and named appropriately based on
recommendations from a panel of consumers. The firms then determined
winners in the Popular and Premium brand groupings.
“The Motorist Choice Awards are designed to assist consumers by using a
categorization scheme other than
traditional vehicle classes. Our
research has shown that buyers
often shop in more than one vehicle
segment based on their needs and
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uses, rather than simply choosing a
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within it,” said George Peterson,
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president of AutoPacific. “Whether
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have a suggestion that will fit their
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Fall is upon us; and a nice fall it's turning out to
be. As I'm writing this, the sun is shining. On the
radio they announced that November third's
temperature will hit 10 degrees celsius which is
above normal and warm enough that I'll be able
to take "Eva" (my 928) out a few more times.
We've had quite a summer with several events:
Show and Shine at the Pony Corral on Pembina
Hwy.; dinner drives; Porsche Night at the Pony
Corral on Grant Ave.; Malcom's annual pool
party and barbecue; drives for ice cream and
gelati etc. The dinner cruises
to the restaurants out of town
were my favourite. There's
nothing like a "parade of
Porsches" motoring down the
highway! Our monthly general
meetings during the summer
were held at Zax on Portage
Avenue which had ample
parking for the several
members who gathered for the meeting and
drive afterward. While
returning from an evening at
the Pony Corral’s weekly
show and shine, my odometer
hit the 100,000 mile mark. I
have to admit, it’s pretty cool!
Beginning this month, we are
returning, by popular demand, to the Pony
Corral on Pembina Hwy. Our elections for
board positions is upon us. We've had an
excellent board this past year and I'm sure all of
our members join me in applauding your efforts.
On a more urgent note, Christmas is less than 8
weeks away! Our "Holiday Dinner" coming up,
but the details have yet to be confirmed. Please
check your email for confirmation. We always
have our best turn-out at this dinner. "The more,
the merrier" holds true. Please consider joining
us for the Holiday Dinner this year, especially if
you've not had the chance to attend in the past.
I can guarantee that you'll have a great time!

ESTABLISHED 1989

Ph: (204) 772-7733 • Fax: (204) 772-8858 • info@pressroomonline.ca

RED RIVER REGION

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
1 November 2011
Primary Members: 150; Affiliates: 103; Total: 253

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS:
• Mario Bovino & Rosa – 1976 911S
• Gord Cassell & Melody – 2006 Boxster S
• Wally Kotula & Ellen – 2002 Boxster
• Dino Taveres – 1971 914
• George Derwin & Catherine - 2002 Carrera
• Ed Richmond & Ahren – 2008 Cayman S
• Charlie Litman & Diane – 1999 Boxster
If you know, or see, someone with a Porsche, urge him or her to join our club.
CONTACT: Malcolm, Membership Chair
Tel: 488-9622

E-mail: PorscheMB@aol.com

Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA. The Red
River Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised
herein. The word “Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a make of
automobile and does not indicate an affiliation or relationship with the
manufacturer or distributors.
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Over the winter I built a race car for the SCCA's E-Mod class, which allows almost any
engine in almost any car. Things were going very well until I had an engine failure,
sidelining my racing plans for 2011. Briget and I decided to see if anybody would let us codrive with them at this years SCCA Solo Nationals Championship in Lincoln, Nebraska so
we put the word out on the forums. Within hours, offers started to pour in...for Briget. It
took a while but I finally found a car to drive, and this is the story of my adventure at
Nationals.
The class I would be running in is D-Mod, which is a little more restrictive than E-Mod but
the cars are allowed to be 500 lbs lighter. For the last few years, Jeff Cashmore has won
D-Mod driving a replica of a Lotus 7. I would also be driving a Lotus 7 replica, owned by
Stephen Brinkerhoff from Indiana. Stephen was determined to have his car win D-Mod so
he sent it off the King Motorsports for a complete rebuild and tuning of its Honda S2000
engine. Jeff Cashmore also has his Honda S2000 engine tuned by King Motorsports and
we knew that we were bringing a gun to a gun fight.
Briget and I drove down to Lincoln, Nebraska and arrived on Sunday night, a day before
our cars were due to arrive. On Monday I unloaded our pit bike and discovered that there
was a hole in the front tire so I attempted a repair. Unfortunately, while lifting the bike up so
I could remove the tire, I hurt my back pretty badly and by Tuesday morning, I was unable
to move. This would make driving a race car extremely difficult, if not impossible. I
alternated between a heating pad and ice packs, used muscle relaxants and rubbed
ointments on my back and eventually I was able to move, slowly.
On Wednesday I had my first opportunity to drive Stephens Lotus on a short test course. I
have never driven one before and was not sure what it was supposed to feel like but I can
drive almost anything so I just adapted to it. After a couple of runs I was doing lap times
similar or quicker than some of the other D-Mod competitors also testing on the course,
but I didn't feel comfortable in the car. I don't mean that I was physically uncomfortable,
because my back felt fine, but I didn't feel properly connected to the race car. I didn't want
to start experimenting with suspension set-ups in the car so I just left it, hoping that I
would do well on the “big” course.
Thursday was the big show and Briget and I arrived at 7:00 am to get in some final walks
of the course before our runs. When all the cars in D-Mod were sitting in their grid
positions, it was my first chance to see all my competitors. Jeff and his wife Denise had a
whole crew assisting them with getting the car ready between runs. Tires get a large build
up of rubber on them which has to be scraped off between runs for optimal performance.
When Jeff or Denise completed a run, there was one person per tire scraping rubber off,
another checking tire pressures and yet another spraying water on the radiator to cool the
car off. Mark Huffman showed up in a beautiful 1965 Lotus Elan with giant spoiler and
diffuser on the back and low splitter on the front of the car. Jeff and Denise's car was also
sporting a splitter and spoiler so I felt a little underprepared with my cars complete lack of
aerodynamic devices. No matter, I was there to have fun and do the best that I could do.
On my first run I took off like a bullet and entered the first slalom at a blazing speed. As
soon as I started to crank the steering wheel left and right, my contact lenses came
shooting off my eyes. I blinked in a futile attempt to correct them and only managed to pop
one right out of my eye and firmly lodge the other to the side. I had no depth perception
and little vision as I race the car at over 100 km/h around a tight, twisty course. Near the
end of the course is a hard braking section and I missed my braking point, resulting in a
360 degree spin. I drove back to my grid spot, upset with my performance, where I
learned that I got a re-run because the timing system had failed!!! Had my luck turned
around? Not completely, while sitting there an official came over and said I was missing a
sticker and without it, my runs would not count. Stephens wife ran around trying to locate
the proper sticker and we got it on the car just as the grid worker waved me out onto the
course.
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I wore my glasses this time and my run went
pretty well, I was sitting in 3rd behind Jeff and
Mark. Stephen went out for his 2nd run and
the car broke a rear suspension piece. I still
had 2 runs to go so I started asking my
competitors if I could drive their car. Frank
Weichold was parked beside us and drives a
Caterham, also a replica of a Lotus 7 but this
one authorized by Lotus. Unlike Stephens
race car, Franks car is driven on the street and
has an unmodified Ford Focus engine making
approximately 100 hp less than Stephen or
Jeffs cars. No matter, Frank let me drive his
car and I'm there to have fun so I buckled in
and went for my next run. I immediately
realized that Franks car did not have the
power of Stephens but it handled well and I felt
comfortable driving it at the limit. I
compensated for its lack of power by getting
on the gas earlier and when I returned from my
run, I was handed my time slip showing I was
quicker than my run in Stephens car. I finished
day 1 of competition in 3rd place, with only
Cashmore and Huffman ahead of me and a lot
of more powerful, better prepared race cars
behind me.
On Friday I informed Stephen that I would be
driving with Frank for day 2 of competition. On
this day we would be driving the west course
and it had a total of 32 slalom cones, which is
the most any of us had ever seen on one
course. I went out for my first run and attacked
the slaloms as I should and quickly discovered
a problem with Franks car, wheelspin. His car
has a Quaife limited slip differential and this
style of LSD doesn't work well when a tire is
lifted in a turn. Whenever I would apply power
while turning, the inside rear tire would just
spin, costing precious time. Our Boxster used
to have the same problem so I had an idea
what to do about it. I got quicker on each run
and landed up finishing in 4th, only 2/10s of a
second slower than Denise Cashmore,
driving the same car that Jeff was driving.
I am immensely proud of my 4th place and
consider it to be my best finish ever at the Solo
Nationals. I overcame back pains and a
broken car, got into a strange, underpowered
car and managed to beat every car except the
two that were better prepared, more powerful
and using aerodynamics. I also met some
super people in the process, including Frank
Weichold who has become one of my favorite
racing friends.

Saturday September 10th
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Things were moving along nicely but I had some difficulty securing a
differential that suited my needs. I needed one that could handle
300+ ft/lbs of torque from the V12 but was also narrow enough to
properly fit the little British sports car. I kept searching E-Bay and the
local forums for the appropriate axle and nothing came close to
fitting my needs. I could have purchased a Ford 9” rear-end and
have it narrowed by a local shop but by the time I paid for all that plus
a disc brake kit, it would have cost a minimum of $2500. I finally
found a narrowed axle that included disc brakes and heavy duty
axles that were designed for a 1000 hp dragster, so it would be tough
enough for my application. It was missing the centre section which
included the gears, but I should be able to buy those from any local
auto wrecker. I bought the rear end and waited for it to be shipped
from Florida.
Now that the axle housing issue was settled (or so I thought) I set
about finding the right centre section with gears. I wanted a limited
slip differential and 3:1 gear ratio. I was able to find several of these
locally but none of them would fit the heavy duty axles that came
with the housing. I was forced to contact a manufacturer of racing
differentials to find out if they had a centre section that suited my
needs. This is when I discovered that there is no such thing as a
limited slip differential for the axles I had, only spools. A “spool”
replaces the differential in a rear end and locks the rear tires
together so they always rotate at exactly the same rate. This is
useful for drag racers or tractor pulls but is not much use in
autocrossing or road racing because the rear tires bind when going
around turns. I had no choice but to purchase new axles that would
fit a differential, this was an unwelcome expense.
I had to choose what style of suspension to use on the rear of the car
and the choices were many. A leaf spring suspension is the
cheapest and easiest but as anybody who has driven a typical half
ton truck knows, this style of suspension makes a vehicle quite
unstable. I chose a 4 link suspension for its adjustability and
simplicity and was able to order a universal kit from Speedway
Motors that included everything I would need. Unfortunately, there is
no instruction manual for installing a 4 link suspension in a V12
powered MGB-GT. If I got it wrong, even by a little bit, the car would
be a handling nightmare. I read everything I could on how to
construct an effective 4 link suspension and it was recommended
that the 4 links attaching the rear end to the car be as long as
continued on page 7
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possible to minimize changes in geometry during suspension travel.
The problem for me is that the car is very small, having long
suspension bars was simply not possible, I had to cut the bars in the
kit nearly in half to fit the MGB.
Initially, I used a simple parallel 4 link design which had two upper
bars and two lower bars attached to the rear end and running
parallel to each other forward to the frame. This required a fifth bar,
or Panhard bar, to run from one side of the rear end to the frame on
the other side in order to keep side to side motions in check. This
Panhard bar turned out to be a problem because it interfered with
the fuel cell, which could not be moved. I read online about a
suspension design called a Triangulated 4 link suspension, which
used two of the bars turned at an angle to positively locate the rear
end. I cut off the mounts from the top two bars and re-attached them
at a 45 degree angle to the lower bars so they controlled side to side
motion as well as forward and back motion. Most Tri-4 suspensions
angled the lower bars but I did not have the ability to do it that way
without significant changes to the frame of the car.
Now that the rear suspension was sorted out and installed, I worked
on the front brakes. The cast iron calipers were really, really heavy
at over 11 lbs each. There were no off the shelf lightweight calipers
for a 1967 Jaguar so I had to figure this out myself. I made some
careful measurements then looked at the Wilwood brake catalog for
something that could be adapted to fit. Suprisingly, I found a 4 piston
caliper that fit and weighed only 4 lbs. I ordered a set and once they
arrived, I discovered that the disc was .2” too thick to fit in the caliper.
A local machine shop shaved a little material off the rotors and the
calipers bolted right on and looked great. I also used Wilwood brake
pedals with an individual master cylinder for the front brakes and
another one for the rear, with a balance bar between the two for
adjustable brake balance.

Members who had a “need for
speed” gathered at Speedworld
Indoor Kart Track on Monday,
October 24 for a fun evening of
intense racing. Approximately a
dozen members and family
participated. These are not your
typical amusement park go-karts,
but are designed for the serious
karting enthusiast. A highly
recommended fun - and fast experience. Thank you Mark and
Briget Sawatsky for hosting a very
enjoyable evening.

In Part 5 I begin working with sheets of aluminum. Check out my
build blog with many more pictures and video
http://ultimatemgbbuild.blogspot.com
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PCA-RRR Trip to Germany, September 2012, initial proposal
Sept.7

-

depart Winnipeg for Munich, via Toronto with Air
Canada and / or Lufthansa

Sept.8

-

arrive Munich; pick-up by English-speaking local guide
transfer to hotel, Le Meridian (4*) for 2 nights check-in
and short break
go to BMW World & Museum for 1.5 hr. guided tour
transfer back to hotel; evening free

Sept.9

-

breakfast
free day (or at option of group, a tour of Munich and
vicinity can be arranged)

Sept.10

-

breakfast and check-out
transfer from Munich to Stuttgart (2.5 – 3 hrs.)
check-in to Hotel Maritim Stuttgart (4*) for 3 nights
guided tour of city from 3 -5 PM
evening free

-

-

breakfast
morning free
11:30 AM, transfer to vineyard at Bad Canstatt for
wine tasting (5 selections) and light luncheon of
sausages, cheeses and bread.
1:30 PM, transfer to Mercedes Museum for guided
tour, 3 – 4 PM
6:00 PM, transfer back to hotel
evening free

-

breakfast
9:30 AM, transfer to Porsche Museum
10:30 AM, guided tour
12:30 PM, transfer back to hotel
balance of afternoon and evening free

-

breakfast and check-out
transfer to Ingolstadt
afternoon guided tour of city
3:00 PM, check-in to Alstadthotel (3*, renovated 2010)
evening free

-

breakfast and check-out
morning visit to Audi Forum, Ingolstadt
afternoon transfer back to Munich
check-in again at Le Meridian hotel
evening free

Sept.15

-

breakfast
free day (or at option of group, a tour of the Technical
and Transportation Museum)

Sept.16

-

breakfast and check-out
transfer to airport
depart Munich for Winnipeg, via Toronto with Air
Canada and / or Lufthansa
arrive same calendar day

Sept.11

-

Sept.12

Sept.13

Sept.14

-

Cost based on 15 paying passengers:
$4,199.00 Cdn per person, double occupancy
$5,599.00 Cdn based on single occupancy
Prices include airfare Winnipeg – Munich – Winnipeg,
accommodations, guides, transfers by dedicated mini-bus, tours as
specified (optional tours would be extra cost), entry fees to
automotive museums, wine tasting and associated luncheon, all
breakfasts, all airport fees / charges and approx. taxes. These are
2011 prices, and actual costs could vary somewhat until we might
“lock-in” our trip and pay deposits, etc. We are exploring the
possibility of car rentals for those days with” free” , i.e., unscheduled
hours, should anyone wish to do so.
Cheque or cash payment accepted. A 4% surcharge will be levied
for purchase by credit card (due to travel agency having to pay extra
charges for transactions in Euros).
Deposit of $600.00 Cdn will reserve a seat.
Final payment due 60 days prior to scheduled departure.
Cancellation insurance and health insurance are not included but
strongly recommended. These two insurance costs will add roughly
$500.00 to price of trip (actual costs will depend upon individual
factors, such as age of passenger, etc.) Insurance can be arranged
through the travel agency or on-line at providers, such as RBC
Insurance.
It is possible for a few trip participants to extend their European stay,
and the return fare might be adjusted up or down, depending upon
chosen point of return departure. However, airline group rates
apparently require that at least 10 of our participants would return
as scheduled on the 16th September.
As a point of comparison, the Treffen tour advertised in magazines
would cost almost double, by the time airfare, taxes, and US – Cdn
exchange are factored in. The Treffen tour does include 2-days
Porsche rental.
An Air Canada tour, called “Premium Cars of Southern Germany”, 9
days (7 on the ground) with 5 – day car rental costs $7,000.00 with
a Toronto departure / return.
So, you can see that our proposed trip is very price competitive.

This trip is open to all Red River PCA members,
family and friends. If you are seriously interested
in participating in the September 2012 Germany
trip (or would like more information) contact
Brian Hanson at: brian_hanson@mymts.net
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Production to Begin in 2013
at New, 42-Acre Site
ATLANTA – October 18, 2011 – Porsche today announced the
expansion of its production facility in Leipzig, Germany as the
company prepares to produce the “Cajun” model beginning in late
2013. Wolfgang Porsche, the Chairman of the Supervisory Board of
Porsche Automotive, and Matthias Müller, Chairman of the Board of
Management, joined guests from government and business to
announce the news in Stuttgart on Tuesday.
“We are investing another 500 million euro [$684.9 million] in the
production facility to build the Cajun in Leipzig. This is not just a mark
of confidence in the manufacturing skills of our Leipzig colleagues,
but also an important contribution to the economic development of
the region,” said Matthias Müller on the morning of the festivities.

Pikes Peak International Hillclimb 2010
Jeff Zwart Porsche GT3 in-car camera.

The Leipzig site, currently home to 800 employees, has been
producing the Porsche Cayenne since its conception in 2002, and
also produces the four-seater Porsche Panamera. Porsche has
invested approximately $383 million (280 million euro) in the Leipzig
site, with more than 420,000 cars produced to date.

This video is a must see! The sound alone will give you shivers,
never mind the death defying driving skills of Jeff Zwart.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSP-_XFnkV8

Production of the “Cajun” will create approximately 1,000 additional
jobs at the facility.
The plant sets environmental standards as well, being one of the
world’s most efficient car factories. Efficient air recirculation and
power cut-off technologies in the paint shop ensure economical
energy use.
With the development of the upcoming “Cajun,” Porsche plans to
expand its SUV line-up, adding a new, smaller SUV model below the
Cayenne.
PCNA

A rendering of the entire Porsche plant in Leipzig.

A close-up of the current Porsche production facility in Leipzig
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Twenty club members participated the dinner drive to the
Village Green Restaurant in Steinbach, on Saturday,
September 24th. As the photo shows, the weather was
beautiful.
The Village Green Restaurant has a diverse but fairly casual
menu, or you can choose the buffet. Menu prices are
reasonable at around $10-$20 per entree - most have a
distinctive Asian flair. The restaurant is settled on the golf
course, and our private dining area overlooked the parking
area where we were able to admire all our beautiful Porsches!

Photos and Ray L’Arrivee

Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them
to the Red River Region Library. Contact
Lloyd Richardson at LRichardson@towereng.ca
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By the late 1950s it was obvious to Porsche that the 356, which
was the company’s sole product line since 1948, needed to be
updated. Replacing it was necessary, yet perilous. Who knew
that the eventual replacement for the 356, the 911, would
surpass its predecessor in sales, longevity and glory? Or that it
would be so fanatically cherished by its owners that Porsche
hasn't been allowed to replace it. Or that the Company would be
introducing its latest iteration all the way in 2011?

the 2011 IAA Frankfurt Motor Show next, while the official North
American debut will be held at the Los Angeles Auto Show in
November. The first new 911 models will arrive in U.S.
dealerships beginning in February of 2012.
It took a while for Porsche Motorsport to warm up to the 911 as a
race car, but, as has happened several times in the company’s
history, the customers took the lead. Almost as soon as the 911
went into production, buyers were using it in hill climbs and
autocrosses and Porsche itself started to produce lightweight
and enhanced performance vehicles for their motorsports
customers. In 1967, Porsche built 20 911 "R" models stripped
interiors (no carpet, for instance), thin-skinned aluminum doors,
fiberglass deck lids, taillights swiped from a Fiat, oversize carbs,
a magnesium engine case, dual spark plug cylinder heads and
much more. With about 210 horsepower on board, these raceready, lightweight rockets were the start of the 911 racing
legend.

And, with Porsche Motorsport concentrating on its development
of prototypes for Le Mans and elsewhere, there wasn’t much
initial effort by the factory for racing the 911, but it became the
most successful race car in history, with hundreds of samples of
its 48-year legacy displayed and raced at the Porsche
Rennsport Reunion IV, October 14 – 16, 2011, at Mazda
Raceway Laguna Seca in Monterey.
The surprise is that the new 2012 Porsche 911 Carrera, the
completely redesigned seventh-generation sports car icon, and
a fore-bearer of race cars to come, will be on display for the first
time in North America for Porsche enthusiasts to see up close at
Rennsport Reunion IV.

Vic Elford, one of the most famous Porsche drivers in history,
was one of the first to compete in the Porsche 911 at a high level,
winning in the mid-‘60s in England using a race with the very first
demo model imported by the factory distributor, and later driving
to victory in 1968 at the Monte Carlo Rally.

“As the 911 race car and street car histories are completely
intertwined, it is fitting to show our latest 911 at a motor racing
extravaganza,” said Bernd Harling, who is heading up Porsche
Rennsport Reunion IV for event host Porsche Cars North
America.

The Porsche 911 race car started to make noise in the U.S.
when IMSA’s Camel GT series started in 1970, with Brumos
Racing and Hurley Haywood taking their 1970 Porsche 911S to
its first championship in the 1972 season. Haywood and codriver and Brumos co-owner Peter Gregg went on to win IMSA
championships in 1973, 1974, and 1975.

“Everyone will see that this newborn is truly a member of the
family,” said Harling.
From every angle it is unmistakably a 911, holding true to the
Porsche 911 Carrera evolution, not revolution’ design
philosophy. The new car has a longer wheel base, but is both
lower and lighter than its predecessor. With its two engine sizes,
the new 911 Carrera is able to provide improved performance
and handling, and even better fuel economy than before. The
911 Carrera is equipped with a 3.4-liter, 350hp six-cylinder
boxer engine, while the Carrera S is fitted with a 3.8-liter, 400hp
six-cylinder boxer powerplant, both with the optional PDK
transmission available.

After the Porsche 911 Carrera RS and RSR models won IMSA
and Trans-Am championships in the mid-70s, the company
introduced the radical Porsche 934 and 935 race cars – 911
silhouette bodied cars with big, twin-turbocharged engines.
After being banned for a season from the Camel GT, they came
back with a roar to become the cars to beat in the late ‘70s and
early ‘80s.
The 1980s and early 90s were prime time for Porsche
Motorsport’s 956 and 962 prototype race cars, and the 911 took
a bit of a back seat on the GT side to Porsche 924 and 944based models.

The new Porsche 911 Carrera celebrates its world premiere at

continued on page 12
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Then, in 1997, Porsche introduced the GT class 911 GT2R at Le
Mans where this 996-based water-cooled coupe promptly won its
class, followed by the famous Porsche 911 GT1 which gave
Porsche its last overall victory at Le Mans (1998).
The current generation of 911 race cars, initiated by the introduction
of the Porsche 911 GT3 R in 1999, and promptly driven to the 1999
American Le Mans Series GT championship by Cort Wagner. The
iteration of this family is the current Porsche 911 GT3 RSR, with Dick
Barbour Racing, Alex Job Racing, and Flying Lizard Motorsports –
all U.S.-based teams – leading Porsche to victories in U.S. sports
car championships a well as Daytona, Sebring and Le Mans.
The other family of 911 race cars, in production since 1989, is the
911 GT3 Cup, which was developed for the Porsche Supercup and
Carrera Cup one-marque series which take place around the globe.
The latest version, the 2011 Porsche 911 GT3 Cup, which also
competes in the American Le Mans Series, the IMSA GT3 challenge
by Yokohama, SCCA World Challenge, and Rolex Grand-Am Sports
Car Series, will have its own feature race during the Rennsport
weekend.
A short video summation of Rennsport Reunion III is available on
Porsche’s YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_-2FnwDzzI&feature=colike
showing an incredible gathering of Porsche historic and modern
race cars from around the world, many of the famous drivers who
piloted them to victory and a taste of what to expect at Rennsport
Reunion IV held at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, October 14-16,
2011.

Atlanta – October 21, 2011 – Porsche Rennsport
Reunion IV, in all its sunshine and glory from Mazda
Raceway Laguna Seca, can be relived in the new
video that was just posted on You Tube. You can see
the crowd, which the track announced as more than
35,000, and hear Derek Bell describe just what
Rennsport is.

PCNA

Here’s the link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAZOw8d243w
Plus, check out "how we take a picture" - a timelapse video of the four hours it took to set up the
family portrait on Thursday between turns four and
five at the track. It's at the following link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AINTyQQp0YE
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On Saturday, October 22nd, seventeen RRR
members gathered at the Royal Canadian Mint for
an enjoyable, albeit wet, drive for a return dinner
trip to Oma’s Schnitzel Stube in St. Pierre,
Manitoba.
While at the Mint, we parked on the Avenue of the
Flags, a roadway which displays the flags of the
nations who are customers of the Royal Canadian
Mint. Although not shown in the photo, there was
quite a lightning show in the northern sky which,
fortunately, was far enough in the distance that it
did not become a deterrent to our drive.

Avenue of the Flags at the Royal Canadian Mint

We enjoyed the food at Oma’s so much on our first
visit that we had voted to return. Although on both
occasions it rained during the drive, the food was
equally as good the second time around and well
worth getting our much-loved Porsches a little wet.
The service at Oma’s was warm and very
welcoming. A dinner drive to Oma’s will surely
become an annual summer event.
Ray L’Arrivee

Photos Ray L’Arrivee
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The world of Porsche, exciting, captivating
and full of intrigue. From epic motorsport
victories in the world’s most famous races, to
the evolution of the iconic 911. The Porsche
story continues to fascinate and this is your
destination to Race through the World of
Porsche.
Get to the heart of Porsche with Drive.
Through this dynamic website watch videos,
view pictures and read articles to explore what
makes Porsche so unique.
We believe that a good story should be
shared. You will find that all of the videos,
images and articles found on Drive are
intended to easily be shared. The chances are
if you like something on Drive you will know
someone else who will as well.
Simply use the number of ‘sharing buttons’
found across Drive.
Porsche Drive will be continually updated with
that latest content, pictures, stories and
videos from the world of Porsche, so make it a
regular destination.
http://porscheusa.com/drive
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XMAS GIFT IDEAS
If you are interested in purchasing any of
the jackets listed here, please contact Karl
for prices at 889-7302

"Porsche Design" CARRERA GT Radio Control (1:12 scale)
This is the real deal from Porsche originally available as a dealer only
order. The best part of all is how this model operates like the real
super-car. Yes, the REAR SPOILER automatically extends as speed
increases. And of course the roof comes off, again, like the real GT.
Features:
1. High-speed go, stop, reverse & turn
2. Highly detailed interior
3. Detachable roof
4. Rear spoiler extends at high speed
Comes NEW in original box with all
batteries and charger. Very collectible;
very rare... $299. Kevin at:
PORSCHECLUB@MAC.COM
or 254-5178

PORSCHE Wind Jacket, purchased new in 1995.
Never worn - Large

PORSCHE Jacket Bomber
style. Leather sleeves. Like
new.

Corvette 50th
Anniversary Jacket
All leather. Never worn.
Medium

Porsche Autobahn Polizei 4-Car Collection
Made in Germany (Limited Edition 5,000 worldwide). FOUR German
Police Interceptors ALL for one price. Each one Brand NEW in the
original box. Collectible 1:43 scale
size. Packaged as a set.
356C Cabrio (1965), 914/4 (1971),
911T 2.4 (1972), 911 Carrera 3.6
(1996) Get the historic collection of
Porsche Autobahn Police cars.
Request to see photos of all the cars.
$299. Call Kevin at 254-5178 or
PORSCHECLUB@MAC.COM

Nascar all leather jacket
#24 Jeff Gordon, Dupont,
Hendrick Motorsports.
Embroidered logos. Never
worn. Medium

Porsche CARRERA GT Radio Control (Gigantic 1:10 Scale)
LARGEST SCALE CARRERA GT Radio Control model in existence.
Working lights and authentic
sounds. Guards Red with Chrome
one-piece wheels. Rechargeable
battery and battery pak included.
Ready to drive out of the box.
BRAND NEW. Never removed
from original box. Long since
discontinued. Only $99. Kevin at
PORSCHECLUB@MAC.COM or
254-5178.

Checkered Flag
Corvette all leather
jacket. Never worn.
Medium.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
For sale - Set of winter tires. Dunlop 2- 205/50/17 & 2- 255/40/17 - Porsche
sizes. Lots of tread left - these worked great last winter. Driving the Boxster in
the winter was great fun - $400. Also have black sheepskin seat covers for
a Boxster - $150 Dave Wilton email - boreal.owl@hotmail.com

2005 Porsche Carrera S Cabriolet (1:18 scale)
Model 997 in Metallic Blue on black with the red "PORSCHE" labeled
calipers. This is a nice BRAND NEW
model in the original display box with
European style plates. All original
factory bands are in place securing
doors, hood and trunk lid. Not many can
have the real thing but this model in this
color as a Cabrio was a limited
production series and therefore makes
a great collectible for any Porsche
enthusiast. $49. Call Kevin at 254-5178
or PORSCHECLUB@MAC.COM

AUTOS FOR SALE
1981, 911SC for sale. 3L air cooled. Immaculate condition inside and out.
This car is in show room condition. must be seen to be appreciated. All
service records. Too many features to list. $30,000

Call Karl - 889-7302

1948 Porsche No. 1 356—Gmund, Austria
1:18 scale die-cast collectible. Period correct chrome cap wheels.
Period correct silver with red seats. Period correct split windscreen.
Detailed Instrument gauges. Detailed Porsche crest steering wheel.
Workable steering & suspension.
Brand New in original display box.
Very hard to come by model
beautifully detailed right down to
the rims. A nice example of
Porsche history for the iconic
collector.
$250. Kevin at
PORSCHECLUB@MAC.COM
or 254-5178.

1979 Porsche 924. I have owned
it for 10 years. It has just rolled over
100,000 miles. I have done some
motor and body work. 5 speed
manual trans, removable roof
panel, good tires, reasonable
condition. Contact: Andy Aitken,
807-937-6894 (H) or 807-2219199 (C) abaitken@gmail.com

To place an ad, contact newsletter@redriverpca.org
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Club meetings:
(Pony Corral Pier 7 - 1700 Pembina Hwy) - 7:00 p.m. Wed., Dec. 7th, 2011
(Pony Corral Pier 7 - 1700 Pembina Hwy) - 7:00 p.m. Wed., Jan. 4th, 2012
Please feel free to join us earlier for or refreshments before the meeting begins.

The HOLIDAY DINNER details have not been
finalized at time of publication.
Please watch your email for further
information.
Upcoming events will also
be posted on our region
website - redriverpca.org
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR ANY EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org

President
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB
Vice-President
Brian Hanson
(204) 470-1363
brian_hanson@mts.net

Treasurer
Yvonne Friesen
yvonnef@mts.net

As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Geoff Reimche
(204) 803-7040
944guy@gmail.com

Past President
Tobias Theobald
1985944@mts.net

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES
Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca

Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

Moving Car
Mark Sawatsky
marksawatsky@gmail.com

Doug Pierce (Kansas), 913-897-5444,
zone10rep@yahoo.com
If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

